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Studies Offer Insight into Physical and Cognitive Decline among U.S. Asian Aging 
Populations 

Chicago, IL, June 1—U.S. Asian populations may have different risk profiles for 
common geriatric conditions like cognitive and physical decline. Researchers from the PINE 
study—the first ever longitudinal study of U.S. Chinese older adults in the greater Chicago 
area—found the cognitive and physical function of U.S. Chinese immigrants may be greatly 
impacted by their social and cultural context more than non-immigrant populations, according to 
three studies published in the special issue of the Journals of Gerontology: Medical Sciences. 

Each of the three studies focused on different components of geriatric syndromes: 
physical function decline, cognitive decline, and the relationship between social support and 
cognitive function. The PINE Study from Rush University Medical Center was initiated in 2011 
with over 3,000 U.S. Chinese older adults, who were surveyed 2 years after their first interview. 
The status of physical function and cognitive function was examined, and profiles of socio-
demographic characteristics were collected at each visit. In total, these studies provide an in-
depth understanding of U.S. Chinese older adults and their health and present the need for more 
in-depth studies into the health of U.S. Asian communities to further efforts toward health 
equity. 

Contrary to existing research, the PINE Study showed mixed findings regarding the 
effect of socioeconomic status on functional decline over time. Researchers had previously 
theorized that lower education and income were risk factors for rapid functional decline, but the 
PINE Study showed that only lower education was associated with worse physical function, and 
these effects diminished over time. Income was not related to physical performance or rate of 
decline in age. 

“Our findings showed the unique characteristics of Chinese older immigrants. For 
example, lower income is usually associated with faster rate of physical performance decline in 
other populations, but we did not find a significant relationship in the U.S. Chinese aging 
population,” said Dr. XinQi Dong, MD, MPH, professor of Rush University Medical Center, 
and the principal investigator of the PINE study. “In our population, individual income may not 
fully capture an individual’s socioeconomic status. There is also significant socioeconomic 
variability within the category of Asian Americans, contrary to the Model Minority conception, 
which may obfuscate the association between socioeconomic status and physical function 
decline.” 



These findings regarding the complexities of the U.S. Chinese population were reflected 
in a study regarding cognitive function trajectory among Chinese older adults. Dr. Lydia Li, 
PhD, Associate Professor at the School of Social Work, University of Michigan, found that the 
change of different cognitive abilities, which represent components of cognitive function, varies 
greatly between individuals. For example, more highly educated individuals have clear 
advantages in all types of cognitive abilities at baseline, they have more decline in episodic and 
global memory in two years.  

Further, men performed better than women in most cognitive abilities at baseline but had 
faster rates of decline in working memory. “The sex differences in baseline and the change of 
cognition over a two-year period may be explained by a recent study indicating that older women 
are more resilient than their male counterparts in cognitive decline. However, they found women 
to perform better in some cognitive domains at baseline, and that study was based on a sample of 
primarily White adults with higher level of education,” Li continued. “It may be gender 
inequality in Chinese society that renders older women at disadvantages in cognitive testing.” 

Building on the idea that Chinese culture and context may influence cognitive status in 
late life, the PINE Study researchers also found that social relationships, in the form of both 
more social support and more social strain, were associated with better cognitive function. 

“We were surprised that social strain was positively associated with cognitive function. 
This is not common in other populations. Social support and social strain are important facets in 
older adults' social life,” said Shaoqing Ge, MPH, PhD candidate at Duke University School of 
Nursing. The reason, Ge noted, may be culturally-based: “this finding may be the result of the 
unique appraisals among Chinese older adults. Reporting higher social strain may reflect a more 
socially engaged lifestyle. Influenced by the traditional Chinese culture and norm, the U.S. 
Chinese older adults view their active engagement in the family as indications of self-value. 
Consequently, U.S. Chinese older adults may interpret social strain in a positive way.”  

These articles are part of a special issue in the Journals of Gerontology: Medical 
Sciences to be fully released in July, 2017. Electronic version can be accessed through JGMS 
website. 

For more information about the PINE study, please visit the PINE Study Wikipedia 
page or our website. 
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